
Background on HawaiiUSA FCU


HawaiiUSA Federal Credit Union, chartered in 1936, is 
the largest credit union in Hawaii and for the last four 
years has appeared on Forbes’ list of Best-In-State 
credit unions. Its employees are committed to providing 
"Life matters" moments and financial education to its 
members, staff, and community.


What did they hope to achieve by bringing on Zest?


HawaiiUSA wanted faster growth in personal loans  
without added risk. AI lending from Zest produces 
faster and more accurate underwriting decisions.
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ASSETS


$2.3B
LOAN VOLUME (#) 


13K
MEMBERS


134,000
BRANCHES


14
EMPLOYEES


400

PERSONAL LOANS

Market: Hawaii

Key Team Members

LOS Provider

Products & market

 GREG YOUNG, CE

 CHRIS GARNETT, VP - CONSUMER LENDING

HawaiiUSA wanted faster and more automated 
decision-making to give its members better service 
and to compete more forcefully with fintech lenders 
that are already using machine learning models. 
HawaiiUSA also wanted a partner that would be 
there every step of the way with its AI lending 
implementation. It also wanted to be sure its 
applicant data wasn’t offshored for modeling.

Like most lenders, HawaiiUSA’s underwriting team 
finds it easy to approve Tier One credits and deny 
the Tier 5 applicants. But where HawaiiUSA wanted 
to grow its share was in the middle credit tiers where 
credit bureau and FICO scores can’t provide a 
complete picture. Its auto-approvals are at 30% but 
the team is aiming for 100% long-term.

HawaiiUSA came to trust the Zest team and software. 
The result: A powerful AI-driven personal loans model 
tailored to its market. The teams looked at thousands of 
credit variables before selecting or engineering a set that 
would provide the more insightful picture of its 
applicants. The model’s accuracy outshines Vantage in 
the crucial (and more profitable) middle credit tiers. 
HawaiiUSA can now expand its auto-decisioning to a 
wider pool of applicants with confidence. Life matters, 
and so does better analytics. 

Objectives Results

APPROVAL RATE INCREASE


21%
CREDIT VARIABLES IN MODEL


278

ORIGINATIONS INCREASE (EST.) 


$1.9M
CHANGE IN DEFAULT RATE



0%


